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Asset markets broadly stable despite US banking risks & rate rises

Global asset class returns stable as US rates rise No significant dollar safe haven flows – oil recovers

2023 global asset performance
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UK headline inflation highest in G7 – Core rates flat in Europe and US

Headline inflation rates moderating except in the UK A long journey back to 2 percent…

Core inflation still has not fallen yet – Why?
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Shrinking central bank balance sheets & a rolling US regional banking crisis are disinflationary

Central bank assets contract again after BoJ intervention Loan conditions especially for real estate are tightening

1.‘QT’ & tighter lending only now constraining activity
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For the last 40 years a sharp fall in US wages has always been triggered by recession

US wage costs still elevated US labour market just starting to ease

2. US wages easing only modestly - Vacancies just starting to fall
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‘Pricing pressures continue to plague daily operations’  - ISM respondent April 2023

Companies prioritising pricing over volumes – Greedflation?Commodity price declines across industrials and foods

3. Commodities prices falling but this isn’t yet helping companies
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UK household energy bills reset only every 3m while food price inflation should subside

Food price inflation of 19.1% the big shock High inflation today is driving real wage demands

Source: Macrobond and Sarasin

4. UK: Headline inflation should finally start to fall
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Bank of England forecast of UK CPI 2024 Q1 3% 
& 2025 Q1 1.0%

Monetary Policy Report Feb 2023

‘All else equal falls in food & energy prices should lower 
UK inflation from 10.1% to 6% by September 2023’

Bloomberg May 2023



Focus: Sterling can rally 10% to reach (PPP) fair value – our estimate is U$1.35

Political & financial stability should help Sterling UK 10 year gilts now yield more than US treasuries

5. UK: Stronger pound will help lower import price inflation
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‘UK outlook revised to stable from negative on moderating fiscal risks’ - Rating AA
S&P Global Ratings 21/4/2023



1. Inflation in the Developed World should continue to decline in the wake of falling energy & 
food prices.  Key risks lie in labour markets & in the pricing decisions of corporates which 
may not yet be passing on lower input prices (‘Greedflation’) .

2. Tighter loan standards following the US regional banking crisis are broadly deflationary, 
while higher rates are now starting to impact real estate and shelter pricing.  We expect the 
May rate rise to be the last as the Fed pauses & assesses the impact.

3. UK March inflation surprised on the upside, coming in at 10.1% instead of 9.2% forecast in 
the Feb inflation report.   PMI’s and growth have surprised on the upside while lower utility 
bills should help with the disinflationary trend in the second half.  Around two more 25bps 
rises expected from the Bank of England.

4. Euro area core inflation fell to 5.6% from peak of 5.7%. Core goods fell but core services 
remain very sticky. Overall, growth has been more resilient and inflation more stubborn -
ECB likely to raise rates by 25bps over the next few meetings.

Disinflationary forces argue for at least a pause in US rate rises – UK and Europe still two meetings away

Summary: Core inflation should start declining but it’s a long 
journey back to 2%...
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Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited 
liability partnership registered in England & Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111. 

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. The information on 
which the document is based has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, and in good faith, but we have not
independently verified such information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy. All
expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. 

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally 
invested. This can be as a result of market movements and also of variations in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance 
is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated. 

Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied 
warranties or representations with respect to such data (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby 
expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect of 
any such data.  Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in or related to 
compiling, computing or creating the data have any liability for any direct. indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages 
(including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.  No further distribution or dissemination of the MSCI data is 
permitted without MSCI’s express written consent.

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra Sarasin group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever 
for any consequential loss of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should 
not be regarded as a substitute for the exercise by the recipient of his or her own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person 
connected with it may act upon or make use of the material referred to herein and/or any of the information upon which it is based, prior 
to publication of this document. If you are a private investor you should not rely on this document but should contact your professional 
adviser. 

© 2023 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & 
Partners LLP.
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